2011 sienna

Make Model Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing
Details. XLE trim. We are proud recipients of the Honda President's Award and the J. Power's
Dealer of Excellence award for 6 years running. We are happy to assist you and will gladly
provide more information on inventory, price quotes, trade appraisals and financing
pre-qualifications. Horsepower calculations based on trim engine configuration. Please confirm
the accuracy of the included equipment by calling us prior to purchase. The vehicle has
undergone a point inspection, and passes all State Safety and Emissions requirements.
Odometer is miles below market average! Please call us!!! The following items have been
reconditioned on this vehicle: new brakes! Best of all the price you see is the price you pay. No
haggling. No back and forth. No pressure. And this price is so good it is guaranteed. Subject to
certain terms and conditions. See store for details. Some restrictions apply. This is about the
time when you're saying it is too good to be true, and let us be the one's to tell you, it is
absolutely true. You've found the one you've been looking for. Your dream car. Just what you've
been looking for. With quality in mind, this vehicle is the perfect addition to take home.
Disinfectant methods or claims should not be deemed to state or imply these products can
eliminate or prevent transmission of any virus, illness or disease. At EchoPark, shop thousands
of "nearly-new" one to four-year old, low mileage vehicles. Most are still under the original
factory warranty. Discover how buying nearly new gets you the same benefits associated with
buying new - and gives you that new car feel without the new car price. Only 93, Miles! This
Toyota Sienna delivers a Gas V6 3. Just minutes away! Fuel economy calculations based on
original manufacturer data for trim engine configuration. We Offer Express Car Buying! See our
website for details. As you do your comparison shopping, you will see Tansky Sawmill Toyota
offers some of the best values in the market! You can also visit us at, Morse Rd. Columbus OH,
to check it out in person! This Toyota Sienna comes Factory equipped with an impressive 3.
Toyota Direct has the used cars Columbus, Ohio shoppers trust for safety, reliability and
service. Summary Locally traded from our customers in Rapid City! This AWD Toyota Sienna is
equipped with great tires, power liftgate, split-and-stow third row, second row captain's chairs,
DVD system, sunroof, heated seats, backup camera, remote keyless entry and more. Plus, let us
take care of unlimited windshield repairs and replacements, door dings and much more by
enrolling your new Toyota Sienna in our Menholt-exclusive Permaguard program! Chat, text, or
call! With Denny Menholt, you've got options. Find your perfect ride from nearly pre-owned
cars, trucks, and SUVs. The right cars, the right price, the right experience. Excellent Condition,
one owner, no accident! Financing available. What are you waiting for? Call now or visit our
website: Our finance department is dedicated to finding the best possible rates and terms for
you. Please, write down what you need to bring in so you can take immediate delivery of the
vehicle you selected: Driver license, Two recent pay stubs, References, Phone or utility bill in
customer name , Title for your trade. Thanks for visiting Vehicle information is based off
standard equipment and may vary from vehicle to vehicle. Call or email for complete vehicle
specific information. This offer is not redeemable for cash and may not be combined with any
other discount or offer. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your
ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available.
Only show local listings. Year s. Price and Payment Loan Price. Engine and Drivetrain
Transmission Automatic 2, Engine Type Gas 2, Hybrid Cylinders 4 cylinders 38 6 cylinders 2,
Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Listings with recent price drops. Recently added listings.
Check Availability. No accidents. Five Star Dealer. Price Drop. New Listing. Title issue. Showing
1 - 18 out of 3, listings. Overall Consumer Rating. It was the right way to go! Just bought our
Sienna last week and it drives like a dream! Steering is so smooth, turns and corners
effortlessly. Has great pick up. Feels like your driving a living room on wheels. The first few
days I felt like the car was almost too luxurious for me! Definitely spend the money or negotiate
the price to get the XLE model. Ours has leather seats and navigation. I figure the dvd can be
bought after market. Leather because our kids would have destroyed the fabric seats. It was
between this and the Honda Odyssey. Test drove both and in the end it was a youtube video
that helped us decide. Type in Toyota Sienna vs. Honda Odyssey and look for video from New
York Training. Read more. Read less. Sign Up. Reliability indicates how models have performed
in the past, providing the basis for predicting how the vehicles will hold up in the year ahead.
These charts provide the most comprehensive reliability information available to consumers.
Based on information received from our latest subscriber survey, our reliability history charts
give you a rundown on how used vehicles are holding up in 17 potential trouble spots, ranging
from the engine, transmission, and brakes to power equipment and the electrical system. Learn
more about car Reliability. The Reliability score is based on our latest subscriber survey of
Toyota Sienna owners. The owner comments describe problems respondents experienced with
this vehicle. Power or manual windows, locks and latches, tailgate, hatch or trunk, doors or

sliding doors, mirrors, seat controls, safety belts, sunroof, convertible top. Covered by a Toyota
warranty extension campaign. Toyota dealer can't seem to find the problem. Not serious, but a
little annoying. Doors are noisy when opening and closing. But vehicle has miles and
thousands of openings and closings. And this is only thing to complain about. Great vehicle.
The mechanism wouldn't work properly and it had to be made into a manual door. Even when
Toyota acknowledged it was a problem, the recall fix took many months to get delivered and
installed. Dealership says it is normal but I feel it is not. No solution found". Our neighbor has
the same car and has no such issue". We were advised to turn off the power to the doors. We
have done so. We were also told that Toyota would contact us once a solution to the problem
has been accomplished". Dealer has improved but not completely repaired problem". I'm
waiting". It would refuse to open, then when open, refuse to close or collapse completely to the
closed position. Once we had that repaired, the driver-side sliding door cable for power
operation snapped under nominal use". The first after 3 years; the second after 4 years. Not
covered by warranty". Cable on right door always has tension. Can unlock and open at random
parked or driving. I disabled power doors". I have not experienced a problem". Sliding doors
could possibly come open on their own. It was fixed at no cost to me. We'd brought the vehicle
in several times and mentioned it, but mechanic couldn't duplicate the problem. Apparently,
there's now a recall to fix the problem, though the parts aren't available yet. It's not serious we
don't think , just kind of annoying. The hinge is weak and the switch is stiff. This caused a
failure so that the door would not open. The dealership refused to fix it and I had to take it to a
body shop. I wish Toyota made it easier to clean out the tracks and re-oil. Repaired for the
second time and now seems fine. Held together with zip ties. Had to purchase a new one and
have it painted". Would not stay closed. The sunroof is not useable". It was repaired by dealer,
but broke again". The plastic guide covers are missing and I fear they cam off and have lodged
inside the roof and cause the glass panel to hang and not open all the way and sometimes not
close. I have taken it to my local Toyota dealer which in itself is a horror story of bad customer
service. It has no". Turns out it was the tailgate door. Appears to have been put slightly out of
alignment by closing it on something or a load sliding backwards into it. It was quite expensive
to fix, because apparently a part had to be replaced. We don't feel bad about this. We use it hard
and it's still serving us very well. This actually occurred right at the time of purchase.
Dealership attempted to paint and fix, but the paint continued to chip off". Replacement not
much better". Moro was replaced through an extended warranty that we purchased through
toyota". It sometimes will not open or close. Door open alarm rings intermittantly. While under
warranty the dealer, Toyota of Escondido, convinced my wife that it wasn't a problem. Took it in,
and they said we'd have to replace the window track at our cost - approx. About months ago
one of the vent windows in the". Replaced under warranty". Fixed four times". I have a 7 year, ,
mile full bumper to bumper warranty. They would not replace it under the warranty but put it
back in place and told me to use silicone spray". Squeaks and rattles, terrible fit and finish. The
last Toyota we will buy after owning 5 different models". The seat feels adequately secure while
riding, and folds down properly as it should. But the rattle is noticeable and annoying. I
replaced one side and no more noise, now other side is making noise but will replace. Too many
rattles". Have not been able to determine what it is". I can't duplicate the rattle while the car is
standing still". Screws csme loose and fell from under the dashboard onto floor board.
Dealership attempted to tighten bolts, but the problem just returned". Took it to dealer to fix it.
They couldn't fix it without taking out the whole row at substantial cost. In trying to find the
rattle they apparently caused some more serious rattles some where inside the car". The dealer
said it was a van and I should expect some noises because its a van". The level to which they
are bothersome is dependent on roads conditions". In the last year, first the alarm indicating the
rear door is open started to pop up. Now the alarm system intermittently tells me that the rear or
si". My daughter has the same vehicle except one year newer. My daughter' vehicle has not
experienced any of the squeaks, rattles or piping noises that I have. Also, I have a passenger
side airbag that under recall for the past year so I'm not even able to carry a passenger in the
front seat! This is the second consecutive Toyota that I've had problems with. A Aval". It has
been pretty solid until the last year when squeaks and rattles have become increasingly more
annoying. Sometimes I can track them down and click something back into place or tweak tings
to get them to stop for awhile, but more and more it is just sounding like it is old and tired. I was
expecting to get at least another 50, miles but this van is just not holding up as I expected a
Toyota to". We have followed all the instructions thoroughly, but something still rattles while
driving and nobody is sitting in the rear seats. I have had an auto body shop try to correct the
problem with no positive outcome. I was told that the problem would have to be corrected by
Toyota through a recall and that would only happen if a sufficient number of owners
complained. Apparently there have not been a sufficient number of claims to date as I have not

received a recall notice! No worries I bought and replaced myself". Needs some more
insulation". Extensive damage. Took van to dealer recommended body shop. In shop for 3
months and has never been the same. It wasn't covered under our extended warranty so I had
to pay out of pocket of that and I find it ridiculous because the sun roof isn't used that much". It
results in higher volume needed to converse with passengers or to hear music". Antilock
system ABS , parking brake, master cylinder, calipers, rotors, pulsation or vibration, squeaking,
brake failure or wear. Seemed prepature to me. It might last an hour or a day or longer and
Toyota could never find the problem". No problems since replaced". Not bad for 8 years old and
driving in Canada. The parking brake will make the squeaking sound worse especially at winter
time. There is no problem at summer. This is a family vehicle only used for commuting short
distances to work and weekend kids activities". A bit of a disappointment. A number of interior
accessories broke with months of purchase. About 12 months into our ownership, the very
slight brake vibration was getting worse. I mentioned it to our Toyota dealer, who checked the
brakes and found all the discs and the two rear calipers were unserviceable. The funny thing
was my wife drove it that night, and said that the brakes were not functioning as well as she
thought they should. When I mentioned that we had an ice storm go through and all the roads
were solid ice, she decided that maybe they were fine. The rotors and pads had to be replaced
and the problem went away. Need to be replaced. Rear rotors slightly warped and need
replacing also. This is per the toyota dealership. Front rotors warped and can feel it while
breaking to come to a stop at red lights. So definitely need to replace rotors. Not warranted.
Only veh ive driven with this problem, so not me. Started again at 50k miles. Went to indy shop
who turned rotors and has been good since". Either they missed it or rotors wore down very
quickly". Replacement parts were not original equipment". Front seem to heat up a lot then
warp. It will go away after few minutes driving. Disappointing for a Toyota. Was not happy about
that. Could not be recharged. Repair completed with extended warranty". Makes a low pitched
sound. Must start car, let it run for a few seconds, then turn it off. It drains the battery". Had it
replaced and couldn't be more thankful. Issue with both cooling and fan. Was an issue
intermittently, then constantly for 6 months. Had it fixed as warm weather approached. Makes it
easier to build the vehicle but a lot more expensive to fix what used to a minor problem in
replacing a sensor. There was only one fan available and I had to drive over an hour one way
just to get it". I have owned 3 Toyota vans and 2 cars. This is the first time I've had a problem
with such low mileage". Sounds like a defective bearing". After 5 times at the dealer they agreed
to replace the blower assembly at no charge. Cound not use the heater during the winter
because of the sound". After approximately 3 months of that noise, the blower stopped working
all together". The dealer said it was the cabin filter but that didn't work. I had to replace the fan
motor even when the car was still under warranty as the dealer said it was normal. Aftermarket
fan fixed the problem". The fan keeps making the noise. Researched online and found that
many others were having the same problem with the fan. Haven't replaced yet because the fan
is expensive. It was making an awful knocking sound and was slowly losing its ability to move
air. Replacing it was a simple matter, that was done on my own, with a phillips head screwdriver
and less the 10 minutes of time. The replacement part was fairly cheap, and it works just fine.
Condenser needed to be replaced". Only problem was a spider nest in drain tube". Heater was
not working". New radiator required. Replacement line was expensive and delivery time was
long". No leaks were evident but the coolant had failed again by October. The system was
recharged last week by an independent garage at our new location About four cans per year. I
tried one of the sealant kits and it help some. So I DIMY servicing because an estimate by dealer
was in hundreds of dollar's range, trouble shooting and repair. Problem resolved when system
was refilled". Paint fading, chalking, cracking, or peeling , loose interior and exterior trim or
moldings, rust. The under carriage damages very easily. This is a real pain. Love the vehicle
except for this one design. Would seriously consider another vehicle with greater clearance on
the front end such as the Highlander. Just have to hit with your hand to reset it". Rear vent
seals fell off". Front of car is too low - any contact with curb or parking lot curb stops cause the
part to separate. Poor fastener system and front is too low to the ground". Because no accident
was reported on the van before or after the sale, we had to fix out of our own pocket". Problem
now only partially corrected". I see it on other Siennas also". Had to replace bottom front
moulding". Door handle bleeds onto paint below. Had to replace rear bumper because it
disconnected and was ruined by dragging on street. Periodically have to take to body shop to
tighten connection. The front bumper cover will not stay on. The sides keep flapping. I deal with
them by hitting them with my hand when I walk by. They snap back for a time, till I hit them
again. They haven't flown of at 95MPH. Hit them back in place every time I walk by. The molding
fell apart less than 2 months after delivery". Was fixed once under warranty, is now happening
again". Also the stripping on the rear window falls off, also drivers side". The mats were a poor

design and came out of their tracks with a year. The molding on the drivers seat fell off. The
sliding door alarm goes off every time the vehicle takes a left and slightly leans. Very costly to
repair, so we have not. Again, the interior trim, fit and finish, and interior mechanics have been
very disappointing. But very mechanically reliable. Too much plastic in general. Never had a
problem with another car doing this. I usually get it detailed at toyota too so very surprised".
Sure enough, a few months later, the paint is back to flat and chalky. Both the body shop and
the dealer shop said this was a common problem with white Toyota's. Wish I had known that
before we bought it. Vehicle is parked in an uncovered spot exposed to the Texas sun; the
pain't hasn't held up to it. Car was does not take it off. Have to have it detailed. Streaks are back
in 2 to 3 weeks. Had it fixed! Bluetooth , voice control commands, steering wheel controls,
portable music device interface e. No solution offered". Cannot see to left or right and still must
try to look around and even roll down window to be sure all is clear. Camera also makes things
appear further away than they really are, sort of scarey, I have great driving record and there
have been numerous occasions where I've almost backed up into something. Respite nurse and
sister both refuse to drive car as they state the back up camera stinks and they believe its
unsafe to use". The changer failed. Would not discharge the disks. Finally removed the disks.
Spent having it repaired through after-market car stereo place". Not covered by warranty and
must be replaced in total. Cannot be repaired. Stuck CD still in unit". The power to the backlight
was failing. Could still see screen contents with a flashlight. The maps were completely out of
date from the time of purchase. See what previous comment". We needed to replace the battery
as it was not going to be up to a Minnesota winter and removing the battery put the radio into
theft mode. Because the cd disc for the navigation system would not work, the whole unit
needed to be replaced, it was unable to reboot. During this time, the navigation, blue tooth,
radio and DVD player would not work. I am a sw engineer and have worked at Motorola pairing
police radios, etc and I still can barely get it to work". Also terrible voice recognition for phone".
To get around the problem, I have had to remove the device, then re-pair it". I researched online
and this electronic failure shows up across a wide range of models and years. Very
disappointed the Toyota doesn't cover this defect". The process is long, complicated, and
wearisome compared with nearly EVERY other car company's offering. Completely ridiculous".
Headliner must be removed and is labor intensive and expense". Other part of the problem is
when we dropped the Sirius XM service they won't leave us alone and keep calling and sending
re-subscribe mail. It ment that the entire inside roof had to be replaced. If we didn't have an
extended warrinty it would have cost us close to 15oo. Purchased an aftermarket radio to
replace. Cannot accept external input. Remote control has failed. Dealer has not been helpful in
resolving issues". It also has many unnecessary steps required in dealing with the systems".
Shocks or struts, ball joints, tie rods, wheel bearings, alignment, steering linkage includes rack
and pinion , power steering pumps and hoses, leaks , wheel balance, springs or torsion bars,
bushings, electronic or air suspension. And the rubber on the outer corners of our near new
front tires, was practically worn bald within 5, miles. Coming back to the original dealer for an
Al". It caused premature tire wear". Perhaps caused by Michigan's horrible roads ". It took a non
toyota mechanic to solve the problem". No problems since. Had to replace. Dealer said this was
within normal mileage for this kind of wear". I can't afford to have it fixed". Both were replaced
last month. Replaced front struts and I feel the ride is still rough. V-E-R-Y expensive repair.
Never owned a car that needed struts replaced, quite disappointed in this repair. Decided to
repair and replace struts on both sides along with the corresponding links. Was told if I hand't
caught it early would've had serious issues while driving, so glad I was on top of it. I plan to get
it checked at service station soon". The dealership tried to tell me it was my issue. After getting
upset with them and telling them I wanted an assist through Toyota the steering was repaired at
their cost! I finally called and said I don't think this is normal because it's pulling and squeaking.
Turns out I was right. The tie rods were about to break! They recommended that I not drive the
vehicle because it was dangerous and could break at any time! Not a safety issue according to
mechanic. When starting up the van for the first time that day, at times the clicking sound
appears to be at its worst. Noise was transferred to the steering wheel. Mechanic diagnosed
wheel bearing on driver side front wheel worn out. Replaced and noise was gone. Changed
wheel bearing and noise is gone. Dealer incorrectly diagnosed. Tire store caught it. Returned to
dealer to fix". Both front wheel bearings replaced". Alternator, starter, hybrid battery and related
systems, regular battery, battery cables, engine harness, coil, ignition switch, electronic
ignition, distributor or rotor failure, spark plugs and wires failure. It still functions but looks
awful. Other areas of interior are flimsy". This continued for a number of months until I got
frustrated and kicked the car barefoot - leaving a large dent. Alarm has not gone off since".
Door may open automatically while driving". Hard to see at night without using the high beams.
Other cars I've used do not have this problem". Considering how many people buy this van to

haul kids you'd think Toyota would make the back seat belt female long enough to use with a
booster seat!!!!! This actually applies to almost every mini va". Also, sometimes it locks the
doors when I try to open it. Installer tells me something is wrong they don't know what, must be
my electrical system but I have learned there is a recall on that particular system but Installer
has yet t". They removed the remote starter that was they or they had someone install. They
refused to reinstall the remote starter because it was not installed at the factory. All we know is
we ordered the vehicle with remote starter and the tow package and they were installed at the
time of delivery. The dealer removed the remote starter and disconnected the lights for towing
and informed us they could not and would not reinstall them. Please contact us if you need
further information. Avoiding Tire pressure lights on need to put air every 4 days". When
checked all tires are fine". Replaced tires and now all is well". Car was used so it was out of
warranty. Warning would constantly go off when I took a turn or drove over 35 mph an put the
driver or passenger window down". It was determined that the rear door lift up latch was loose,
giving a false sensor reading. When tightened, the problem disappeared. However, I was told if
it oc". Failed after miles of use. Not worth it. This ruins the bearing which is part of a major
subassembly. This is the same parts and problem that forced a recall for the similar years
RAV4!! Not covered by Toyota. Part is on its second iteration, so they can't get it right.
Dealership would have replaced it for free if it was a Rav4. Part didn't outlast the brakes! Part is
sealed for life with no maintenance possible". In order to use OEM part did to replace entire
shaft. The independent repair shop i use was not able to pull the axle to repair the problem. Had
to replace boot and CV joint". The independent repair shop I use could not remove the axle. I
will wait for the joint to fail before I replace it. Repairs were covered under warranty". Ended up
costing to replace both full axle-and-CV replacement, both sides. All 4 shocks replaced during
the search for all vibrations. But it actually is related to the engine timing and an oil sensor.
Toyota makes it impossible for average user. My mechanic had to research and decide what the
engine code information was. It wasn't an easy thing to determine". Based on some online
research this seems to be a fairly common issue with AWD Siennas that Toyota knows about.
They have redesigned the part that fails but there is no recall, extended warranty or service
campaign to address it. Accessory belts and pulleys, engine computer, engine mounts, engine
knock or ping, oil leaks. To replace required removal of Air Conditioning System. Took it to a
local dealer. Was a known problem and fixed under extended warranty but vehicle had to be
towed over miles to dealer. Concerned that it wasn't repaired before it broke as it was a serious
issue causing us to immediately stop driving. Apparently this is not uncommon with this model,
according to the dealership. It was just under 90, miles, and the dealership covered it under
warranty, including the tow. While inconvenient, i appreciated that they readily paid for the
trouble". Was repaired in November but was leaking again in April because repair was not
correctly done. No charge for making it right by Toyota dealer". Very minor. Did not get it
repaired because it would require dropping the entire engine. Replaced with redesigned solid
aluminum OEM part. Common failure in Toyota's with 2gr-fe 3. Was covered under a warranty
program". Muffler, pipes, catalytic converter, exhaust manifold, leaks. Dealer fixed no charge".
Took 4 trips to 2 muffler shops and dealership to get fixed". I took it to a dealer and got it taken
care of. Recalled airbags. Fixed by dealer. The codes indicated that the engine was running too
lean". But, light still keeps coming on". The mechanic preform a full inspection of the emissions
system at no charge to us because it is very unusual for the sensors to fail at such a low
mileage". Garage mechanic found that I needed to replace the sensor". Sign In. Become a
Member. Remember Me. Not a member? Need further assistance? Please call Member Services
at Unlock Ratings. New Used Toyota Sienna Change Vehicle. The Toyota Sienna affords a
comfortable ride and a smooth, energetic powertrain returning respectable fuel economy.
Expect 20 mpg overall from the front-wheel-drive version. If you need an all-wheel-drive minivan
in this model year, Sienna is your only choice. Be apprised however, those four-driven wheels
sacrifice one mpg and dictate run-flat tires. There are 14 recalls on this vehicle. Learn More.
Overall Reliability. Most Common Trouble Spots. Common Trouble Spot. See all Potential
Trouble Spots. View Recalls. Worse Better. Overall Reliability Verdict. Engine Major. Engine
Minor. Engine Cooling. Transmission Major. Transmission Minor. Drive System. Fuel System.
Electric System. Climate System. Body Integrity. Body Hardware. Power Equipment. In-car
Electronics. Show More Trouble Spots. Show Fewer Trouble Spots. Based on information
received from our latest subscriber survey for about , vehicles, our reliability history charts give
you a rundown on how through vehicles are holding up in 17 potential trouble spots, ranging
from the engine, transmission, and brakes to power equipment and the electrical system. NA
indicates that we did not receive a large enough sample size to provide data for a specific year.
An X indicates that the vehicle was not manufactured for a specific year. What Owners Say.
Doors or sliding doors "Door latches on sliding door failed causing the door to not be able to be

closed completely. Dealer has improved but not completely repaired problem" Ken J. Once we
had that repaired, the driver-side sliding door cable for power operation snapped under nominal
use" Garrick M. Not covered by warranty" Lionel D. I disabled power doors" Rick M.
Replacement not much better" Allen N. Replaced under warranty" Linda W. Air or water leaks
"rear moonroof leaked badly" Robert D. They would not replace it under the warranty but put it
back in place and told me to use silicone spray" Anonymous, NJ Toyota Sienna LE 3. The last
Toyota we will buy after owning 5 different models" Ronald B. Have not been able to determine
what it is" Steve R. I can't duplicate the rattle while the car is standing still" Truman J. The level
to which they are bothersome is dependent on roads conditions" Michael S. Now the alarm
system intermittently tells me that the rear or si" Anders S. A Aval" Thomas J. No worries I
bought and replaced myself" Edgar M. It wasn't covered under our extended warranty so I had
to pay out of pocket of that and I find it ridiculous because the sun roof isn't used that much"
Anonymous, IL Toyota Sienna XLE 3. It results in higher volume needed to converse with
passengers or to hear music" Michael S. This is a family vehicle only used for commuting short
distances to work and weekend kids activities" Raymond M. Went to indy shop who turned
rotors and has been good since" George S. Replacement parts were not original equipment"
Eric O. It drains the battery" Daniel K. There was only one fan available and I had to drive over
an hour one way just to get it" Larry M. This is the first time I've had a problem with such low
mileage" Norman H. Sounds like a defective bearing" Peter H. After approximately 3 months of
that noise, the blower stopped working all together" Nicholas T. Aftermarket fan fixed the
problem" Kent R. Condenser needed to be replaced" Justin K. Only problem was a spider nest
in drain tube" James R. Loose exterior trim or moldings "The front end is too low and you have
to be very careful when parking with a curb in front. Just have to hit with your hand to reset it"
Harry L. Poor fastener system and front is too low to the ground" Ed W. Because no accident
was reported on the van before or after the sale, we had to fix out of our own pocket"
Anonymous, VA Toyota Sienna SE 3. I see it on other Siennas also" Chaim Z. Was fixed once
under warranty, is now happening again" Chaim Z. Also the stripping on the rear window falls
off, also drivers side" Rogelio V. No solution offered" Anthony B. Respite nurse and sister both
refuse to drive car as they state the back up camera stinks and they believe its unsafe to use"
Anonymous, CA Toyota Sienna LE 2. Spent having it repaired through after-market car stereo
place" William M. Stuck CD still in unit" Linda W. See what previous comment" Jon D. I am a sw
engineer and have worked at Motorola pairing police radios, etc and I still can barely get it to
work" Anonymous, FL Toyota Sienna Base 3. To get around the problem, I have had to remove
the device, then re-pair it" Colin G. Very disappointed the Toyota doesn't cover this defect" Jon
D. Completely ridiculous" Matthew R. Headliner must be removed and is labor intensive and
expense" Gerard B. Alignment "2 Toyota Dealers told us our alignment was fine, before our
vacation, and during our vacation. Perhaps caused by Michigan's horrible roads " David V. It
took a non toyota mechanic to solve the problem" Ray T. Dealer said this was within normal
mileage for this kind of wear" Jon D. I can't afford to have it fixed" Donald T. Other areas of
interior are flimsy" John W. Installer tells me something is wrong they don't know what, must be
my electrical system but I have learned there is a recall on that particular system but Installer
has yet t" Anonymous, SK Toyota Sienna Limited 3. Avoiding Tire pressure lights on need to
put air every 4 days" Jay Y. When checked all tires are fine" Dick D. Replaced tires and now all
is well" Robert M. Warning would constantly go off when I took a turn or drove over 35 mph an
put the driver or passenger window down" Anonymous, HI Toyota Sienna LE 3. Part is sealed
for life with no maintenance possible" Kimberly H. Had to replace boot and CV joint" Jon D.
Repairs were covered under warranty" Donald F. Accessory belts or pulleys "Tensioner pulley
was bad. Exhaust manifold "Loose connection on road trip caused exhaust noise. Dealer fixed
no charge" Boyd S. Toyota introduced the third-generation Toyota Sienna for the model year.
The new Sienna has undergone numerous changes. Toyota has enhanced the Sienna's styling
inside and out, incorporated more convenience and luxury options, and added a new engine
option. Minivan sales have gone down over time, partly due to the success of the SUV and now
the crossover. In response, the Toyota Sienna has been given a new look, which is more
aggressive and crossover-like. There are more angles up front, as well as a new grille much like
the Venza's. A new trim level, the SE, was introduced as the sporty Sienna model, with its own
appearance package, suspension tuning, and wheels. The Toyota Sienna minivan is now
available in five trim levels, with a choice of a 2. Both Sienna engines are backed by a six-speed
automatic. Standard features on the Sienna include three-zone climate control, auxiliary jack,
three power ports, power door locks, seven airbags, and remote keyless entry. Body styles:
MinivanEngines: 2. The Sienna is new for , with new styling, the addition of a four-cylinder
engine option, a new six-speed automatic transmission, and new trim levels. Interior options on
the new Sienna include Lounge Seating in the second row, a The Sienna's doors are wider and

the second row slides as much as 23 inches. The Sienna retains the traditional minivan shape,
but new touches, such as a new grille and new front- and rear-end treatments, are supposed to
make it look more like a crossover. The sporty Sienna SE trim adds inch wheels and side skirts.
The Toyota Sienna's second row slides as much as 23 inches, to make it easier for passengers
to get into and out of. The Sienna's third row folds flat power optional , and the Sienna's Lounge
Seating -- which includes leg and foot support -- is an a. The sporty Sienna SE, new for , comes
with a horsepower V-6, its own suspension tuning, and inch wheels, but that isn't the only
model that'll get up and go. The volume-selling Sienna LE, with the new 2. The Sienna's wider
track further improves the minivan's handling. Seven airbags -- dual front, dual front
seat-mounted side, three-row side curtain, and driver knee -- are standard on the Sienna, as are
four-wheel disc brakes with ABS, electronic brake-force distribution, and brake assist, stability
control, and traction control. Watch Originals. Join MotorTrend. Other years: Fair Market Price:?
The actual transaction price depends on many variables from dealer inventory to bargaining
skills, so this figure is an approximation. See All Specs. Toyota Sienna Expert Review
motortrendauthor. Good power Easy-to-configure interior Good mileage Creature comforts
Cargo room. Can get pricey Rougher ride in SE. All Model Years Popular searches. My
notifications My Account. View Photos. Year Select Year Style Select Style 7-Passenger 4dr
Minivan 2. Exceptional mechanical, exterior and interior condition with no visible wear; no
reconditioning required. Minimal wear and tear with no major mechanical or cosmetic problems;
may require limited reconditioning. Normal wear and tear. Has the vehicle ever been in an
accident? Does the vehicle have any flood damage? Are there any mechanical issues or
warning lights displayed on the dashboard? Are there any panels in need of paint or body
work? Yes, 1. Yes, 2. Yes, 3 or more. Are any interior parts broken or inoperable? Do any tires
need to be replaced? Yes, 1 or 2. Yes, 3 or 4. How many keys do you have? Does the vehicle
have any aftermarket modifications? Are there any other issues with the vehicle? Get the
Edmunds Appraisal, so you know what it's worth Get an instant, no obligation offer from
CarMax to see how it compares No contact info needed, no annoying calls. Enter VIN. Generate
My Offer. Don't have your VIN? License Plate. State Select State. Don't have your license plate?
Estimated values for the Toyota Sienna. See more. Did you know? The term "Blue Book Value"
might refer to the Kelley Blue Book value, but is often used as a generic expression for a given
vehicle's market value. You can find the market value of your Toyota Sienna on Edmunds. You'll
need to know some basic facts about your vehicle, such as the mileage, condition, option
packages and trim level. If the vehicle is in worse shape, you'll want to deduct a couple
thousand dollars for each of the lower two condition levels. Learn more. A number of factors
will affect how much a Toyota Sienna is worth. For starters, you'll need information such as the
year, mileage, condition level, options and trim level. If you need a more accurate number, head
to Edmunds, input your vehicle's details and you'll get an accurate appraisal. The value of a
Toyota Sienna, or any vehicle, is determined by its age, mileage, condition, trim level and
installed options. Head to Edmunds for a more detailed appraisal, where you can see its
estimated dealer retail value along with the values for other condition levels. There is no one
perfect vehicle for everyone, so it is difficult to make a broad assessment of the Toyota Sienna.
We recommend you read Edmunds expert reviews and consumer reviews to make that buying
decision for yourself. When in doubt, ask to test-drive the Toyota Sienna and see how it feels.
Get a free appraisal here. To understand if the Toyota Sienna is a good vehicle for you, check
out Edmunds' expert and consumer reviews and ratings. To see if it's priced right, check out
Edmunds' free appraisal calculator. Sponsored cars related to the Sienna. Sign Up. Coronavirus
update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. He claims that their record did not
reflect that and that it is going for the stated original price. I also asked to confirm that there
was a backup camera. He said no as sometimes it puts up general information. I was put off as
it made me thing what else is incorrect. Sales person was polite but did not offer anything that
made me want to buy the truck. I spoke with the dealer rep. He was very friendly and
informative. He discussed the vehicle and it's condition. Because of the distance I was not able
to view the vehicle. As far as customer service, they answered all mt questions Recommend
them. Great place good prices ,staff really friendly this is not my first time getting a vehicle from
this dealership just a great experience! Purchased the truck. Overall - good purchase
experience - it is the truck I wanted. They did respond but the vehicle did not have the option we
were looking for thank you. Responsive and friendly. Let me check out the truck I was
interested in and a few others like it. Not pushy at all,. Would never go to kunes again. They
would not bring the van to one of their other dealerships that was closer to me to look at. So i
drove 2 hours to look at it. They did not disclose all the problems with the van. If they had i
wouldn't have gone to look at. Wasted my time. If i could I wouldn't give them even a half star.
Great place to buy a car. Helped me out had everything ready when I got there threw in some

extras. Made my wife and I very comfortable. Was fast and easy couldn't ask for more. Thank
you all at Kunes. Had to call dealer 5 times. Salesman would not call back or send videos as he
said he would. Seems like a lot of hot air. Would waste my time with this dealership again.
Salesman was knowledgeable and personable. The whole transaction was smooth and
comfortable. Refused to help me because I wouldn't pay cash. Lied to me and strung me along.
Came up with outrageous conditions to finance and when I would meet those conditions,
sterling mccall would just blow me off. Even though I went with another dealership, the
salesman was still helpful and courteous. They are a very inviting dealership. Despite the snowy
day the staff had the car ready and waiting for us to test drive, even answering questions
outside in the elements. Spoke with Ryan Saturday morning very helpful. Looked and test drove
truck. Called Monday and got Mason and worked out a deal on the truck. Did the finance
application online got the terms worked out. Had down payment info. Spoke with sales person
to schedule a time Tuesday to finalize paperwork etc and had an appt. Got a call Monday
evening they sold the truck. Bad customer service and spent a lot of time following up etc.
Wonderful experience here, would recommend to anyone who wants a hassle free experience. I
purchased a Vantage from a dealer in Texas. I drove an hour and a half from my house and the
car wasn't on the lot they never had the decency to call me and tell me the car was sold I don't
think the car was ever on the lot it was definitely a bait and switch. Sam was super helpful and
the service was fast. I have talked with them several times but have not driven to Tulsa yet. It is
still an option. They have been very helpful and patient. Dealership and the sales department
are friendly. They get you in your new car and on your way as quickly as possible. Will visit this
dealership again. Competent suspensions and engines in the Toyota Sienna couple with
extreme long-haul comfort for a solid minivan entry in a world where the minivan is quickly
becoming antiquated. The Sienna offers steering that some find too vague, poor around-town
maneuverability, and a cheap feel in the Base and LE trims. Will Toyota single-handedly keep
the minivan on our streets? That depends on whether the changes made to the Sienna are
enough to entice a whole new group of consumers to drive a vehicle that offers all the negatives
of a sedan and a truck, with none of the benefits of ride quality or off-road capability. All we can
say is â€” good luck. The newest iteration of the Sienna, its third generation, gets fresh styling
inside and out, a wealth of new options, an entirely new sport trim level, and optional
four-cylinder power in The Toyota Sienna comes in five trim levels, everything from the
economical Base to the luxurious Limited and the sporty SE, has two capable and efficient
engines, and remains the sole minivan with available all-wheel drive AWD. New-for standard
fully electronic steering offers increased efficiency by removing load from the engine, but some
testers have felt it has an over-assisted feel. Additional new options for include a widescreen,
dual-view DVD entertainment system and a panoramic rearview camera. Base and LE trims are
powered by a horsepower, 2. On the highway, however, the 2. Thankfully, optional for the Base
and LE trims and standard in all others is a horsepower, 3. Surprisingly, the Sienna also offers a
maximum towing capacity of 3, pounds, more than enough to tow a boat on family vacations.
AWD trims come with run-flat tires that usually have a negative impact on ride quality, but seem
to have little effect here. This is accomplished adequately, but an increase of bump resonance
can certainly be noted. Over-assisted electronic steering takes away a lot of the fun, but it will
take little tuning for Toyota to get it right. In fact, some testers consider the steering setup just
fine already, imparting a pleasantly neutral feel at all speeds. While controls are arranged well
and within reach, there are several aspects of the interior that take away from the Sienna's
overall ambiance â€” especially in the Base and LE trims. Hard plastics with no sound
deadening seriously detract, as does the fake velvet upholstery. Moving up to the XLE, SE, or
Limited trims definitely upgrades the feel to more appropriate levels with leather upholstery and
sport-themed accents. Safety features follow the same lead as in the rest of the vehicle, with an
abundance of standards. Dual front and front side airbags are complemented by curtain side
and driver's knee airbags. Four-wheel antilock disc brakes get brake assist and an antiskid
system, and traction control and daytime running lights are standard features as well. Owners
are very pleased with the engines â€” especially the V6 â€” and the overall comfort of the
Sienna. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on
CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all,
over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their
area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on
CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price,
mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And
if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available
financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75
mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Toyota Sienna listings in your area Search Coronavirus update:

New contactless services to help keep you safe. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Authorized
Toyota Dealer. Image Not Available. Why Use CarGurus? Subscribe to receive new listings for
this search right in your inbox. This limited-edition model comes with all the comfort features as
follows:- - Leather seats with high-quality interior - Automatic seat adjustment with lumbar
support for driver seat. Very low km, used as a family vehicle, kids grown -move to small SUV.
Very well maintained, All services done through Toyota dealership Pristine, loaded, always
garage kept. Premium paint package. Bike hitch and carrier. New winter tires. New brakes and
rotors just installed. Second vehicle. Very low kilometres. In good shape, well maintained and
serviced regularly. Seats 7. Fresh Detail! Non Smoker! Recent Trade In! This local Sienna SE is
very clean, well maintained and easy to show! Northland Nissan is a certified Nissan retailer and
the fastest growing brand in Canada committed to providing the highest level of customer
satisfaction while offering the finest selection of new and used vehicles in the country. We are
proud to boast the fact that we are Nor Nicely Equipped withinch alloy wheels, dual sliding rear
doors with power-down windows, triple-zone air-conditioning, full power accessories, a telesco
This Toyota Sienna delivers a Gas V6 3. Wide angle fog lamps, Warnings -inc: low fuel, door
ajar, tire pressure, front seat belts, key reminder, Vehicle stability control VSC. Comes with Car
Fax! All service history done as per-Toyota Reach millions of car shoppers locally and
nationally for free. We analyzed similar vehicles in your area and calculated that this vehicle is
priced lower than the average making it a Great Price. We analyzed similar vehicles in your area
and calculated that this vehicle is priced a bit lower than the average making it a Good Price. We
analyzed similar vehicles in your area and calculated that this vehicle is priced slightly higher
than average making it a Fair Price. This vehicle may be certified, include additional options,
warranties making it Above Average Price. Contact seller for details. Filter Results 60 60 Toyota
Sienna for sale in Canada. Certified Pre-Owned. Live Chat 9. Virtual Appraisal 6. Home Test
Drive 0. Online Reservation 0. Buy Online 2. Delivery 1. LE LE Mobility 3. Limited 4. SE XLE 6.
Please enter a number between 0 and 10,, Must be greater than Min Price. Payment range.
Please enter a number between 0 and 1,, Min payment is required. Must be greater than Min
Payment. Max payment is required. Payment frequency. Credit rating. Minivan Wagon 1. Beige
1. Black 4. Blue 1. Brown 2. Burgundy 2. Charcoal 2. Dark Grey 2. Gold 5. Green 2. Grey Not
Specified 1. Red 4. Silver 6. Unspecified 3. White 7. Must be greater than Min Kilometres. All
Wheel Drive 3. Front Wheel Drive Unknown 1. Flex Fuel 1. Gasoline Automatic Unknown 2. With
Photos. With Price. NEW Save Search. Get price alerts and new listings for this search right in
your inbox! Your email address Email Subscribe. By clicking 'Subscribe', you consent to
receiving emails from Trader Corporation. You also agree to our Privacy Policy and Terms of
Use. Turn off. Filter Results Click here to try again. Priority Listings. Mileage , km. Monthly
Bi-weekly Weekly. All Listings. Mileage 86, km. Mileage 90, km. Mileage 99, km. Contactless
Services New. Buy Online. Contactless Services New Instant Trade-in. Mileage 97, km. Mileage
80, km. List your car here! List your car for free. Find your next car by browsing our extensive
new and pre-owned Toyota Sienna inventory from local Toyota dealerships and private sellers.
You can also compare prices, trim specifications, options, reviews, scores and recall history of
Toyota Sienna with similar vehicles. View vehicle information. Browse listings by city Barrie.
Richmond Hill. View more. Click on the bi-weekly payment amount estimate to see Financing
details. All new vehicles offered for sale are being offered by registered motor vehicle dealers.
View a list of all dealers and dealer telephone numbers. Disclaimer Information: Please confirm
with seller accuracy of information. Mileage recorded at time of listing. Taxes and license are
not included in listing price. Subscribe for the latest car reviews, listings, products and more
right in your inbox. Your email address Subscribe. I can unsubscribe at anytime. I also agree to
the Terms of Use and Privacy Policy. Subscription complete! Just bought our Sienna last week
and it drives like a dream! Steering is so smooth, turns and corners effortlessly. Has great pick
up. Feels like your driving a living room on wheels. The first few days I felt like the car was
almost too luxurious for me! Definitely spend the money or negotiate the price to get the XLE
model. Ours has leather seats and navigation. I figure the dvd can be bought after market.
Leather because our kids would have destroyed the fabric seats. It was between this and the
Honda Odyssey. Test drove both and in the end it was a youtube video that helped us decide.
Type in Toyota Sienna vs. Honda Odyssey and look for video from New York Training. We
traded our Sienna XLE for the 4cyl. LE trim model. It has all the bells and whistles we need. It's
true-the interior quality is inferior to the first gen. Sienna, but I have to say: we have lived hard
in this van and it just continues to take our punishment after 6 years. The plastics might appear
cheap, but they have taken everything we have thrown at them. Maintenance costs have been
minimal through six years a battery change; brake pads, tires. This could be due to my regular
maintenance habits. When we purchased the vehicle, our plan was to keep it at least 10 years as
we keep vehicles far a long time '95 F, '02 Avalon, '07 Xterra. We believe it will make it based on

its reliability so far and the fact that our kids are either grown or nearly grown. We would
recommend a Sienna to anyone in the market for a minivan. They are priced in the market
"sweet spot" as minivans go and they are perfect for families with children. We have plenty of
nit-picky gripes we could share, but overall, we couldn't be more pleased with the daily
reliability of our Sienna. And one more point: research the reliability history of Toyota 4 cylinder
engines. They are one of the most bullet-proof machines ever manufactured. This was the
argument my wife used to win the battle for "her" minivan v. Oh well This van drives amazing
and has never let my family down. I purchased it used with , miles due to an attractive price and
all wheel drive. This van even then drive twice as smooth and sound as the Honda and over the
last 40, miles it has cost us a quarter of what the Honda cost in its last 2, miles of our
ownership. We average 23 mpg in combined driving. It starts easy, every power option still
works it has almost every available option and all wheel drive. I will be buying another when and
if this one ever becomes unreliable. If you have a chance to buy a Sienna with high miles, check
the maintenance history, drive it and if it drives properly and you feel good about it Go for it.
Mileage is not an issue when these are maintained driven responsibly. Just returned from our
trip to the mts. Of North Carolina. One day we drove from Franklin to highlands on the gorge rd
which is rt. We road the 12 miles up and back down from about ft. Elevation to over ft. We had
absolutely no problem what so ever with the 4 cylinder engine. It performed better than my 3.
The highest rpm were about I can't explain what a joy it was to drive this van on that very steep
road. I have driven it for the past 10 years with Chrysler products and the Toyota out performed
them head over heals. If you are thinking about the 4 cylinder. Previous Odyssey owner but
needed AWD. The difference between the Honda and Toyo products are a wash Owned an
Escalade ESV before the switch to minivans and can't believe I even thought the Caddy was a
great family car. My wife came around to minivans following the Escalade debacle and never
looked back Minivans are incredibly flexible and easy to live with especially when it comes to
parking good luck parking Escalade in tight spots. Better performance in mtn driving than
expected secondary to a well balanced suspension. Popular searches. My notifications My
Account. More about the Sienna. View Photos. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale.
Filter by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star. It was the right way to go! I wanted an
SUV, but Items per page:. Write a review See all Siennas for sale. Sponsored cars related to the
Sienna. Sign Up. A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen,
been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30
years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has
helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has
costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
ford fiesta maintenance manual
wiring diagram for ez go golf cart battery
audi a4 transmission fluid check
d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

